Abstract. The intrinsic connection between lattice theory and topology is fairly well established. For instance, the collection of open subsets of a topological subspace always forms a distributive lattice. Persistent homology has been one of the most prominent areas of research in computational topology in the past 20 years. In this paper we will introduce an alternative interpretation of persistence based on the study of the order structure of its correspondent lattice. Its algorithmic construction leads to two operations on homology groups which describe an input diagram of spaces as a complete Heyting algebra, which is a generalization of a Boolean algebra. We investigate some of the properties of this lattice, the algorithmic implications of it, and some possible applications. at a ltration (i.e., an increasing sequence of spaces). Zig-zag persistence extended the theory 28 and showed that the direction of the maps does not matter, using tools from quiver theory. In 29 multidimensional persistence, multiltrations are considered. In this paper, we also look at the 30 problem of persistence in more general diagrams of spaces using tools from lattice theory. There is
Introduction
H˚pX i;j q^H˚pX k;`q " H˚pX minpi;kq;minpj;`understood as referring to the input collection of vector spaces and linear maps, correspond-150 ing to the partial Hasse diagram of the underlying lattice structure, rather than a persistence the identity morphisms and usual composition of linear maps, the existence of linear maps 169 f : A Ñ B and g : B Ñ A imply that g˝f " id A and that f˝g " id B , as required. This 170 partial order does not yet have to constitute a lattice but will be completed into one, due to 171 the following constructions. The extension of the partial order ď will be noted by the same 172 symbol, being a part of that bigger partial order.
173
Remark 3.1.2. We consider the object under study to be a commutative diagram of vector 174 spaces and linear maps. As vector spaces are determined up to isomorphism by rank, the 175 equivalence deserves some additional comments. As described above, the reverse maps exist 176 in the case of isomorphisms. This further ensures that the poset structure is well-dened since 177 we cannot arbitrarily reverse the direction of the arrows (as is often the case in representation 178 theory, where the direction of arrows often does not matter). If we were to reverse an arrow 179 with a non-unique (but equal rank) map, it is clear that the composition will not commute 180 with identity unless the map is an isomorphism. Likewise, for equivalence we not only require 181 the vector spaces to be isomorphic (of the same rank) but also that there exists a composition 182 of maps in the diagram (possibly including inverses) for which an isomorphism exists. Note 183 that this does not imply that all the maps must be isomorphisms.
184
In the following paragraphs we will describe the construction of the operations^and _ over a 185 given diagram D of vector spaces and linear maps. The construction of these lattice operations is 186 based on the concept of direct sum, and the categorical concepts of limit and colimit. In particular, 187 it is based in the generalized notions of equalizer and coequalizer that we describe right away. See 188 the details of some of these constructions in Appendix B. As we assume that all diagrams of vector 189 spaces commute, the categorical concepts of equalizer and coequalizer can be adapted to the 193 (i) the equalizer of f and g is a pair pE; eq where E is a vector space (usually called 194 kernel set of the equalizer) and e : E Ñ A is a linear map such that fe " ge, for any set of several equations. Indeed, any system of equations can be seen as one unique (matrix) 204 equation with all the equations that it is constituted being considered as vectors in this matrix.
205
Dual remarks hold for coequalizers of more than two maps.
206
The (co)equalizer is sometimes identied with the kernel set (quotient set). Both the and other topics are discussed in detail in the appendix of this paper. and Y is a quotient algebra of X ' Y .
237
both of them constituting vector spaces.
238
Definition 3.1.7. Let A and B be vector spaces and I and J be arbitrary sets. Consider the 239 family of linear maps from A ' B to all vector spaces with common sources A and B, i.e.,
240
F k " tf i : A ' B Ñ X k | for all vector spaces X k ě A; B and i P Iu and, dually, the family of linear maps from all vector spaces with common targets A and B 241 to A ' B, i.e.,
242
G k " tg i : Y k Ñ A ' B | for all vector spaces Y k ď A; B and i P Iu: Dene A^B to be the kernel set E of the equalizer of the linear maps of the family F k , 243 eqp' kPJ F k q, and A _ B to be the quotient set C of the coequalizer of the linear maps of the 244 family G k , coeqp' kPJ G k q. These operations are well dened due to Remark 3.1.6.
245
Remark 3.1.8. Intuitively, whenever A and B are vector spaces we construct A _ B as the 246 limit of all vector spaces that have maps coming in from both A and B by "gathering" together 247 all those maps to all vector spaces C i with common sources A and B: in particular, this limit 248 is the equalizer of such maps. Dually, we construct A^B as the colimit of all the linear 249 maps from a vector space D j to common targets A and B. This intuition is represented 250 in Figure 4 . Hence, A^B is the limit of the t A; B u-cone and A _ B is the colimit of the 251 t A; B u-cocone. Recall that (co)complete categories are the ones where the (co)limit of any 3.2. The Lattice Proofs. In the following result we will show that the elements of a commutative 271 diagram of vector spaces together with the operations _ and^dened above determine a lattice.
272
We will refer to it as the persistence lattice of a given diagram of vector spaces and linear maps, i.e., the completion of that diagram into a lattice structure using the lattice operations _ and
274^.
We shall also show the stability of the lattice operations dened above, and show that these 275 determine a complete lattice. istics of the lattice that we have described in the earlier section. We shall see that, besides the 347 algebraic properties due to its lattice nature, it is also modular and distributive. A " A^B i A _ B " B. Moreover, the following lattice identities hold:
The following result will enlighten this theory with a nice relation between the lattice operations 355 and the direct sum. This property is not frequently used in the study of lattice properties but will 356 permit us to show the distributivity of a persistence lattice in the next paragraphs. 
The result will follow from the denition of distributivity for the lattice operations, the Five Lemma and exactness of the sequence (cf. Theorem 3.3.2)
Consider the the following diagram
The rst and last isomorphism are trivial, while the other isomorphisms follow by assumption. antitotal orders of vector spaces into which the order may be partitioned.
389
Theorem 3.3.6. Persistence lattices are discrete, nite and bounded.
Proof. In the following we will give an upper bound for the number of elements of a persistence 391 lattice of a given diagram of spaces. X that is maximal in the sense of X^A ď B, i.e., the implication operation is given by the
Observe that the case of standard persistence we have that
The study of the interpretation of the implication operation in the framework of other general topological space and transpose it to a global perspective using a certain "gluing property".
422
Topos theory has important applications in algebraic geometry and logic (cf. [23] and [21] 
440
We are interested in the study of such topological spaces and correspondent ring. 
Algorithms and Applications

442
We now give some interpretations of both the order structure and the algebraic structure of the 443 lattice in the framework of persistent homology. hand, to analyze the multidimensional case we saw that using 448 X n;m^Xp;q " X mint n;p u;maxt m;q u and X n;m _ X p;q " X maxt n;p u;mint m;q u :
for the meet and join respectively we recover the rank invariant. We will return to the biltration 449 case but rst discuss its connections with zig-zag persistence. and relative homologies as shown in Figure 5 .
Here we show a possible choice of meet and join for zig-zag persistence based on the M obius strip construction of [8] .
Using a special case of our construction, using pullbacks and pushouts as limits and colimits, 460 the authors in [31] , developed a parallelized algorithm for computing zig-zag persistence.
461
To compare two general elements dene
H˚pX i q^H˚pX i`2 q^¨¨¨^H˚pX j q and H˚pX i q _ H˚pX j q "
H˚pX i q _ H˚pX i`2 q _¨¨¨_ H˚pX j q With this denition it is not dicult to verify the following results
462
(1) The rank of H˚pX i q^HpX j q Ñ H˚pX i q _ HpX j q is equal to the rank in the original zig-zag 463 denition.
464
(2) The structure can be built up iteratively, comparing all elements two steps away then three 465 steps away and so on, leading to the parallelized algorithm.
466
Remark 4.1.1. In [31] , an additional trick was used so that only the meets had to be computed. compute a _ or^of two elements, we have a run time of Opn`m`kq. On a parallel machine, the operations can be computed independently and using associativity, we can construct the total meet/join using a binary tree scheme, giving a run time of Opk`logpmaxpn; mqqq. we assume -interleaving we can recover such a statement on these local conditions. We now give Proof. Consider the diagram of Figure 6 where R 1 " A _ C, R 2 " B _ D, P 1 " A^C and
506
P 2 " B^D. The existence of the dashed maps is guaranteed by Lemma 4.3.1 and the fact that
Here we do not introduce the notion of metrics or interleaving to give a more substantial result.
510
However, we believe such a result is possible and we will address it in further work. While the associativity of the lattice operations in the biltration corresponds to the possible paths in the diagram (b), the sections in the lattice can be explained by the diagram (a). We will address some of these questions in a subsequent paper. antitotal order S and a partition of the order in A into a family F of total orders such that the number of total orders in the partition equals the cardinality of S. Thus, S must be the largest antitotal order in the order, and F must be the smallest family of total orders into 605 which the order can be partitioned (cf. [13] perspective of a lattice L and its ordered perspective is given by the following: for all x; y P L,
619
x ď y i x^y " x i x _ y " y.
620
Example A.1.6. Recall that an equivalence E in a set A is a preorder such that, for all 621 x; y P A, xEy implies yEx (symmetry). The set A{E " t x P A : xEa : a P A u is a partition 622 of A. Conversely, every partition P of A determines an equivalence P of A dened by x P y 623 i there exists X P P such that x; y P X. Thus the notions of equivalence relation and of all vector subspaces of V and a lattice of commuting equivalences, pEq com pV q X LpV 2 q; X;˝q.
648
Such lattices are of frequent occurrence, including the lattice of normal subgroups of a group,
649
or the lattice of ideals of a ring.
650
Example A.1.8. A vector lattice (or Riesz space) E is any vector space endowed with a partial 651 order ď such that pE; ďq is a lattice and, for all vectors x; y; z P E and any scalar ě 0: x ď y 652 implies x`y ď y`z, and x ď y implies x ď y. Given a topological space X , its ring of where the order structure is a lattice. A representation of such an algebraic structure is given 656 in [34] assuming the Archimedean-unit and describing a representation space using maximal 657 prime ideals. Being vector spaces, subalgebras are just subspaces that constitute sublattices.
658
Riesz spaces have wide range of applications, having a great impact in measure theory. A 659 large discussion on this topic can be found in [24] . A Banach space is any complete normed to classical logic (constructive logic), Boolean algebras (Heyting algebras, respectively) are some of the the most well known lattices in Mathematics. We will present these varieties of algebras in the 685 following paragraphs, discuss their important properties and present some examples. The following are useful characterizations of the distributivity and modularity of a lattice
706
(i) L is modular i all x; y; z with y ď z are such that x^y " x^z and x _ y " x _ z 707 imply y " z;
708
(ii) L is distributive i all x; y; z are such that x^y " x^z and x _ y " x _ z imply y " z; (i) L is a Boolean algebra;
755
(ii) for all x P L there exists y P L such that x^y " 0 and x _ y " 1;
756
(iii) for all x; y; z P L such that x ď y ď z there exists w P L such that y^w " x and 757 y _ w " z.
758
Due to this it is easy to observe that total orders are not Boolean algebras. It is a subcategory of R´mod, the category of R-modules and R-module homomorphisms.
777
Recall that in the category of modules over some ring R, the product is the cartesian product 778 with addition dened componentwise and distributive multiplication. Thus, the direct product spaces over a eld is preaddictive with the trivial vector space as zero object.
799
In the following we are going to discuss in detail the (generalized) categorical concepts of equalizer 800 and coequalizer that we use in this paper to construct the lattice operations. We will also interpret 801 these in the framework of persistence in order to use such ideas to construct the lattice operations. represented in the diagram of Figure 8 ).
813
g is the set t x P X | fpxq " gpxq u while the coequalizer of f and g is the quotient of Y 815 by the equivalence generated by the set t pf pxq; gpxqq|x P X u, i.e., the smallest equivalence such that for every x P X, fpxqgpxq holds. Figure 9 . Equivalence of the considered equalizer diagrams and pullback diagrams. f i pzq " f iA pxq`f iB pyq, for all z " x`y P A ' B and all i P I: Dually, the coequalizer of the 851 family pg i q iPI : D Ñ A ' B is exactly the pushout of the pair of morphisms ppg jA q jPJ ; pg jB q jPJ q 852 with g jA : D Ñ A, g jB : D Ñ B and g j pxq " g jA pxq ' g jB pxq, for all x P D and all j P I:. To 853 see this in detail, just observe that all maps f i : A ' B Ñ C split into maps f iA : A Ñ C and 854 f iB : B Ñ C with f j pxq " f jA pxq`f jB pxq, for all j P I: Hence, the diagrams of Figure 9 are 855 equivalent. Clearly, e " e A`eB dened by epxq " e A pxq`e B pxq and thus
The dual result has a similar argument. maps. Hence, the equalizing map e (coequalizing map h) is an isomorphism i f " g, for all 861 f; g P HompA; Cq (cf. [26] ).
862
Remark B.1.7. Sometimes, the equalizer is identied with the object E while the morphism e 863 can be taken to be the inclusion map of E as a subset of A. Dual remarks hold for coequalizers.
864
As we assume that all diagrams of vector spaces commute, the categorical concepts of equalizer 865 and coequalizer can be adapted to the framework of this paper as in Denition . Thus, A{ Ď A{ 1^A { 2 . In general, whenever is the equivalence generated by the union 
928
(i) the kernel set E k " EppF k q kPI q is the intersection of all the kernel sets corresponding 929 to the equalizers of linear maps of the family pF k q kPI .
930
(ii) the quotient set H k " CppF 
933
Proof. Consider the kernel set of the equalizer eqppF k q kPI q given by 934 E " č kPJ t eqpf ik ; f jk q | f ik ; f jk P HompA ' B; D k q u, that is, E " t x P A ' B | f ik pxq " f jk pxq, for some f ik ; f jk P ď kPJ HompA ' B; D k q u:
The corresponding linear map e is the inclusion map E ãÑ A ' B. Furthermore, the universal 935 property derives from the conjugation of the universal properties valid to each equalizer eqpF k q. Dually, observe that, for each k P J, the quotient set of the coequalizer coeqppF k q kPI q is given ľ S " t x P X : f i pxq " f j pxq, for all f i ; f j P ď k HompX; C k q u:
